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Paul's The Royal Play of Macbeth categorically stated that "the sleepwalking scene tells us nothing of how, when, and why it was writterr'; yet he later admitted that "it was his [Shakespeare's] Muir's almost offhand suggestion, then, is the only one to date which points to some possible connection between Shakespeare and Gwinne.
Clearly it is no more than suggestion, for it does not probe that relationship; and it does not mention Paddy.
My suggested identification of both Paddy and Gwinne as Macbeth's prototypical doctor points directly at the London physicians whose medical practice included medico-psychological interests and' treatment of the insane. Shakespeare demonstrated in Macbeth that he knew how and where to obtain plausible medical information about current medicopsychological diagnoses. Macbeth's physician diagnosed Lady Macbeth's mental condition in the way that Doctors Paddy and Gwinne and, on occasion, King James himself actually studied abnormal medical and psychological cases. This thesis will advance the theory that Shakespeare modeled Macbeth's doctor on the medico-psychological activities of these two London physicians.
The practice of medicine during Shakespeare's time relied more upon the doctor's good sense and sharp observation than upon formal training. Official licensing of London's physicians was carried out by the College of Physicians, which gained much power between 1590 to 1620, and Shakespeare's treatment of physicians displays a rather keen awareness of current medical practice licensed by the College. He uses the word "Doctor" fifty-nine times in fifteen plays; "Physician" appears thirty-one t:lmes in nineteen plays, and "Surgeon" sixteen times in 12 twelve plays.
Shakespeare recognized a number of contemporary doctors, some of whom earned reputations that placed them "at the highest 13 level of intellectual aristocracy."
The following identifications
show that Shakespeare either knew personally the doctors on whom he modeled his characters, or that he was aware of their reputations. One such interest of King James, by now well-known to us, was witchcraft. Because he firmly believed that ghosts could visit the living, he lived in perpetual terror of witch-26 craft.
He was proud of his skill in detecting frauds and imposters among supposed witches, and his Daemono10gie 'warned readers about the dangers of magic spells. It was James's practice to condone execution of witches only if they had brought death to a victim of their spell.
But if suspected witches or their victims were examined, tried, and found to be merely hysterical or insane, the king dismissed the legal charges ~gainst them. He felt uncertain about diagnosing and treating the mentally incompetent, however, and he expressed great concern about deciding the difference between spiritual possession and mental defici- This ailment has now been traced as far back through England's royal family as James's mother, Mary Queen of Scots. She was troubled by "continual lack of sleep for 10 or 12 days" and often had "vehement 29 fittes of the mother."
The hysterical effect produced by porphyria also caused James to have unbearable pain followed by fits of unconsciousness, and it surely provoked his interest in related sicknesses Which produced delusions.
Because King James and his mother suffered both mentally and physically from porphyria, especially the characteristic fits of unconsciousness and lack of sleep, we should not be surprised to find that James exhibited an intense interest in sleepwalking. Jacobeans believed that the Devil caused bad dreams and sleepwalking, which revealed "symptoms of a grave perturbation of spirit, and ill directed imagination 30 outside the control of reason."
The Devil caused "the terrible fan-31 cies of sinners upon the devil's activities in the mind." As Torquemada notes, the Devil makes us "dreame lascivious Dreames," yet influences those dreams which provoke sleepers "to commit follies i.e., sleepwalking, whereby we may lose both body and mind at once." 32 Such topics about the relationship between mind and body had for several decades before James's accession attracted English medical thought.
Timothy Bright (15511-1615) was one of the first English physicians to recognize psychosomatic disorders, and wrote in ~ Treatise of Melancholy:
Here no medicine, no purgation, cordiall, no tryacle or balme are able to assure the afflicted soule and trembling heart, now fainting under the terrors of God. 33
These ideas were well-established throughout James's reign, and as late as 1658, Levinus Lemnius urged his readers "not to call night-walkers by their proper name • • • wherefore you must let them go as they will, 34 and retire again at pleasure."
Medical authors between Bright and Lemnius frequently refer to sleepwalking as a manifestation of a diseased mind. The College of Physicians also had good reason to study somnambulism because some of its members thought that the mental disease of sleepwalking was caused by the Devil. One reason for the College's abiding interest in psychosomatic disorders was King James's supposed ability to heal his people by his mind's power. The royal custom of "touching for the King's Evil" went as far back as King Edward the Confessor (1042-1066), and James thought that he had inherited the healing power to cure this \ peculiar swelling of the neck. James had no formal medical training or experience, of course, but his practice of "touching for the Evil" no doubt intrigued some of the College's members because such acts were at variance with the Galenic principles on which the College was founded.
But because James allegedly healed by touching, the College understandably tried to learn if and how such "touching" healed bodily swelling. Doctors William Paddy and Matthew Gwinne, two of the more widelyknown Fellows of the College, were particularly interested in psychosomatic healing--especia1ly as King James understood it. The following account describes these physicians and shows how they pandered to James's medical interests. Because they had special opportunities to influence James in medical affairs, it is illuminating to observe how Paddy and Gwinne addressed the king's medical interests, and how these interests were treated in Shakespeare's Macbeth. Ultimately we can only speculate on Shakespeare's knowledge of James's specific medical interests and tastes. Of one thing, however, we can be certain: in Macbeth Shakespeare chose to treat the particular medical and psychological subjects in which James had expressed great interest, especially from the time of the Mary Glover episode in 1603 to the Oxford debates of 1605. These were subjects which Paddy and Gwinne, as members of the College of Physicians, had also actively studied and which they surely brought to King James's attention. This would have been especially true in the case of Paddy who served as James's personal physician, and it seems only slightly less probable that Shakespeare would have used the well-known figures of Paddy and Gwinne as a basis for drawing the character of Macbeth's physician. The witches' claim that "faire is foule, and foule is faire" refers to another medical problem in which James and Paddy had taken a special interest. In Act V, scene i, the play's doctor notes the symptoms of Lady Macbeth's sleepwalking episode and asks her lady-in-waiting:
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A great perturbation in Nature, to receyve at once the benefit of sleep, and do the effects of watching. In this slumbry agitation, besides her walking, and other actuall performances, what (at any time) have you heard her say? (V.i.9-l3)
The Gentlewoman replies that Lady Macbeth had all the appearances of sleep, but acted as though she were awake. Moreover, the Gentlewoman will not answer the doctor's question because she has no witness to verify what she heard Lady Macbeth say when no physician was present.
Then the doctor and the Gentlewoman exchange observations of Lady
Macbeth when she appears before them with a lighted candle: Doct. How came she by that light?
~.
Why it stood by her: she hats light by her continually, 'tis her command.
You see her eyes are open.
Gent. I but their senses are shut.
~. What is it she do's now? Looke how she rubbes her hands.
It is an accustom'd action with her, to seeme thus washing her hands: I have knowne her continue in this a quarter of an houre. (V.i.20-29)
The doctor and the Gentlewoman guess the cause of Lady Macbeth's "perturbation," but neither one dares to utter whatever suspicions they might have about the role of guilt in causing this "perturbation." Yet Lady Jorden concluded that she had a hysterical case of "fits of the mother," caused by the same condition which James had inherited from his mother.
Such hysterical reaction found its dramatic outlet in Lady Macbeth, for whom the question about the real effects of the imagination was confi~ed because her subconscious mental activity caused her to act out her guilt. Paddy's own books on the subjects of sleep and dreams may have helped him to treat his patients' related disorders, including somnambulism and catalepsy. He surely gave advice to James about the king's affliction of porphyria and fits of cataleptic unconsciousness.
The study of urine was perhaps the most frequent of all preliminary medical examinations, and King James's red-colored urine ideally suited Shakespeare's treatment of this medico-psychological theme.
Watercasting was practiced by all medical doctors because they thought that the urine's condition accurately diagnosed health or 
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